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Editorial
Melvin Henriksen: in Memoriam
This special issue of Topology and Its Applications memorializes and honors Melvin Henriksen (hereafter, as always: Mel),
1927–2009. The issue consists of 20 papers. The ﬁrst six of these survey portions of Mel’s work and his inﬂuence on the
authors. The succeeding 14 are more narrowly focused research papers, some of them directly related to Mel’s work and
some not. All papers are connected somehow with Mel himself. An examination of Mel’s personal Bibliography discloses
a total of 42 coauthors; of these, 15 are represented in this Special Issue. (The Guest Editors are pleased and proud to be
among those 42 and those 15.) Three of Mel’s students are represented here: Donald G. Johnson (Ph.D. Purdue University
1959); Suzanne Larson (Ph.D. Claremont Graduate University 1984); and Ted Chinburg (B.S. Harvey Mudd College 1975).
Probably, every author represented here has proﬁted from exposure to Mel and is in some sense one of his students.
The range of topics represented here is unusually broad for an issue of a specialized journal. That breadth reﬂects and
derives from the range of Mel’s personal interests, contributions and associations.
Mel’s trajectory through Mathematics included: The Bronx High School of Science (diploma 1944), The City College of
New York (B.A. 1948), The University of Wisconsin (Ph.D. 1951). And then the real world: The University of Alabama,
Purdue University (site of the collaborations with Leonard Gillman and Meyer Jerison), Case Institute of Technology/Case-
Western Reserve University, Harvey Mudd College (retired 1997). Between those “permanent” positions were various visiting
positions, including the Institute for Advanced Study (sharing an oﬃce with John Isbell), Wayne State University, Wesleyan
University, and The University of Manitoba.
Mel died shortly after falling ill at the 2009 BLAST Conference at New Mexico State University. In retrospect it seems
almost inevitable that Mel’s death should occur soon after a conference. Many colleagues have expressed versions of the
statement “Mel never met a mathematical conference he didn’t like.” The editors can hardly count the conferences in
Topology and Ordered Algebra in which they have participated with Mel: Prague, Curacao, Gainesville, Rome, New York,
Nashville, Baton Rouge. . . .
We mention speciﬁcally two conferences which honored Mel personally and generated Proceedings published in his
honor: At Wesleyan University in 1988, celebrating Mel’s 60th birthday [4], and at The Louisiana State University in 2007,
dedicated to his 80th birthday [1]. An examination of those two Proceedings, and of this issue, leads one to muse about
Mel’s inﬂuence over time on the development of signiﬁcant corners of Mathematics, and to waves of nostalgia about Mel
himself and one’s personal relationships with him. We recommend this exercise to others of Mel’s friends and admirers,
and we draw particular attention to Leonard Gillman’s article “My friend Mel Henriksen” [2].
We extend our appreciation to the authors of the papers here, and we heartily thank and salute the many referees.
Mostly, we thank Mel for being wonderfully and energetically himself. We recognize and admire his constant devotion
to Mathematics, his care and development of young mathematicians, and his eye for nonsense and his efforts toward its
eradication (see for example [3]).
We would like to believe that Mel approves of this effort in his memory, and most especially that he likes the papers
appearing here.
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